High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) treatment is one of minimally invasive treatment methods for cancer. To control a beam position and dose amount of HIFU, visualizing inside of the body during treatment is essentially required. Our objective is to develop an ultrasound monitoring system for thermally induced coagulation. Localized Motion Imaging (LMI) is a monitoring method to detect a localized mechanical response depending on stiffness change caused by thermal coagulation. In LMI, amplitude modulated HIFU causes oscillation of tissues in the HIFU focal area. Because an elastic modulus at coagulated area will increase, coagulated area will be detected as a decreased area of oscillation amplitude. To increase detection sensitivity for small coagulated area, a localization control of oscillation by changing modulation frequency were tested in experiments of porcine liver. A 2 MHz transducer for HIFU and 7.5 MHz transducer for imaging were used. The amplitude modulation frequency was ranging from 50 to 200 Hz. Acoustic intensity of HIFU was 2000 w/cm2 at the focus and HIFU exposure time was 45 s. Amplitude decrease of tissues oscillation at focal point was detected in 5-10 s HIFU exposure at the highest modulation frequency. Detected amplitude was decrease to 0.2. This suggested that in LMI, high modulation frequency is suited to detection for small coagulation area or begging of coagulation.
Introduction
High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) treatment has been proposed as one of minimally invasive treatment methods for diverse applications [1] . Its high energy acoustic beam can create an irreversible thermal damage at the focus of the transducer. It can be confined only in the focal region without inducing irreversible thermal damage to the surrounding medium. To suppress adverse effects to the normal tissue in the HIFU beam path, the focal gain should be maximized. Because of this reason, typical spot sizes of HIFU were a width of a few mm. These sizes were smaller than tumor sizes to be treated in most cases. A multiple-exposure ablation was employed to treat a target treatment volume. The temperature elevation induced by ultrasound in vivo depends on local properties of the tissues that determine the energy absorption and the heat transfer induced by thermal conduction and blood perfusion [2] . These properties can vary significantly between different tissues and within the target treatment volume. Even if the same treatment parameters are applied each time, the local properties of the tissue can lead to a potential Available online at www.sciencedirect.com variation in clinical results [3] . One way to avoid this uncertainty is to monitor the temperature elevation or lesion formation during the treatment.
Until now, numerous imaging approaches have been established and implemented for HIFU lesion monitoring and treatment assessment in both magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [4] and ultrasound (US) [5] . MRI is currently held as the standard noninvasive guidance and monitoring method of HIFU because it can provide quantitative spatial maps of the induced temperature rise at high spatial resolution [6] . Nevertheless, the cost involved in MRI-controlled treatments is high, making the search of lower-cost alternatives an important goal. US imaging in facilitating HIFU has advantages regarding portability, low cost and spatiotemporal resolution. The potential role of ultrasound imaging for HIFU can be described as:
1. Planning to identify the location and spatial extent of the pathology to be treated, 2. guidance to predict the location, spatial extent and dose amount of the HIFU beam before treatment, 3. treatment monitoring to image the coagulated area during HIFU sonication, 4. treatment assessment to confirm the treated area after cooling down.
This paper addresses the third and fourth issues in this list. US coagulation imaging method for monitoring and assessment based on various changes of tissue properties were reported. In many physical properties, sound speed, attenuation, scattering property, nonlinear parameter B/A and stiffness, the stiffness change caused by coagulation was relatively larger than that of other parameter changes [7, 8] . In a typical experiment of liver, the stiffness after coagulation was approximately 10 times larger than the stiffness before coagulation [8] .
Since coagulation area per one shot of HIFU is small, an average change of elastic modulus in the sampling volume with elasticity imaging was small. To detect local stiffness change, several groups employed a localized motion imaging (LMI) [9] . In this method, acoustic radiation force was used as a driving force to deform the tissue at the focal point. After coagulation, stiffness changes of tissues are detected as changes of deformation. LMI is a radiation-force-based technique that induces vibration at the focal area for the detection of localized stiffness changes as shown in Fig.1 . Acoustic radiation force is modulated by changing the ultrasound intensity like this. The probe placed at the center of the transducer sends and receives echo signals from the tissues at the focal area with vibration. The amplitude of the vibrating tissues was able to be measured by a cross correlation between echo signals in consecutive frames. However, in these previous studies, detected contrast of oscillation change was insufficient.
The objective of this research is the optimization of oscillation localization and increase the detection sensitivity to coagulation using LMI. In case of body tissue after coagulation, acoustic velocity of shear wave is considered about 3 m/s. LMI oscillation change reflects an average change of elastic modulus in the sampling volume. The width of sampling volume depends on a wavelength of shear wave. Therefore, we expect that amplitude decrease is affected by changing the width of sampling volume attributed to AM frequency.
Fig. 1. The concept of Localized motion imaging (LMI)

Material and Method
A custom-made, 56-element circular HIFU transducer (PZT5, 1-3 piezocomposite, Imasonic, Besançon, France) operating at a central frequency of 2 MHz was used to both the localized motion and create the lesions in tissue. The HIFU transducer had a diameter of 100 mm with a central hole of 40 mm in diameter and a focal length of 100 mm. The intensity full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the transducer was 1.2 mm. A custom-made 96-element linear array transducer (Hitachi Aloka Medical, Japan) was mounted inside the axis of the two transducers overlapped. The diagnostic transducer had a central frequency of 7.5 MHz, a long axis width of 30 mm, a short axis width of 13 mm, and a bandwidth of 66 %. To verify alignment and ensure that the ultrasound diagnostic transducer was effectively observing the HIFU focal point, the assembly was placed in a water tank and the both beam axis was measured using a needle hydrophone (0.5-mm diameter, Type-80-0.5-4.0, Imotec, Germany). The transducer assembly was mounted on an arm and introduced in a water tank facing to the target tissues fixed in the tank as shown in Fig. 2 . The HIFU transducer was excited at its central frequency by modulated bursts generated by 3 function generators (WF1974 and WF1946, NF Corp., Japan) and then made 56-
In the present study we chose an excitation where the HIFU burst was modulated with a frequency between 50 and 200 Hz. 
Results and Discussion
The normalized amplitude of oscillations as a function of time as shown in Fig.3 indicated that the oscillation changes highly depended on AM frequencies. In case of 168Hz, coagulation was detected after 5 s exposure with sufficiently high contrast. In these areas oscillations were localized near focal area and these amplitudes decreased in time lapse. These oscillation durations were short at the high modulation frequencies.
On the other hand, oscillating area was narrow at the high AM frequency. From these results, the AM frequency optimization is essential for LMI with high sensitivity and large imaging area.
To detect the actual beginning of coagulation, we observed optically cross section of the target sample during exposure. To visualize at cross section at the focus, mixed target samples consisting of polyacrylamide gel and liver tissue was fabricated. The boundary between both materials was set at the focal plane of HIFU. These result showed that the beginning of coagulation at this experimental condition was 5 s after the start of HIFU exposure. This measured result was consistent with these results indicating in Fig. 3 . 
4.Concluison
To control a dose amount of HIFU, visualizing inside of the body during treatment is essentially required. We developed an ultrasound monitoring system for thermally induced coagulation using LMI, which is a monitoring method to detect a localized mechanical response depending on stiffness change caused by thermal coagulation. To increase detection sensitivity for small coagulated area, a localization control of oscillation by changing modulation frequency were tested in experiments of porcine liver. The beginning of coagulation was detected with sufficient contrast at the modulation frequency of 168 Hz. This suggested that in LMI, high modulation frequency is suited to detection for small coagulation area or begging of coagulation.
